The old concepts focussed around ‘process documentation’ have not worked. Promapp represents a new approach that has succeeded for many organisations. Processes that are easily understood, and easily changed by business process owners are useful, and help drive change, rather than hinder it.

We are constantly looking for ways to improve the way we do business, to trim our inefficiencies and to step ahead of our competitors.

Keep it simple
It’s about simple, smart processes that teams can actually understand. Promapp offers a simple drill down system from processes, to work instructions, to helpful guides and forms. This approach spells the end of those confusing manuals.

Make the information available
Promapp is a central storeroom for all process related information, easy to search and navigate. Being a browser based tool, process changes are performed and approved online. There is no need for internet experts and technical publishing steps.

Empower your teams to own their processes
Promapp is easy enough for anyone in your business to use. Your process owners can finally take accountability and help drive process improvements.

We needed a clear simple base of process knowledge to complement our Kaizen improvement efforts. Promapp exceeded our expectations - it’s really easy to use.

Toyota Financial Services

We’ve used Promapp to deploy consistent processes around the world... process owners find it easy to use, and have really bought into the idea of process improvement.

SAI Global

We were looking for a simple, smart and effective way of communicating our HR processes so our teams could easily follow them. Promapp fit the bill perfectly.

McDonald’s Restaurants (NZ)

Features:
- Easy to use for the whole team
- Your central process store
- Click through to guides, forms, policies
- Browser-based, collaborative
- Fast: text creates process maps
- Fast: import your processes
- Personal dashboard notifications

Contact us to discuss capex pricing options and volume discounts above 500 staff

If you would like to find out more, or for a free trial, email saiglobalinquiry@promapp.com or call Sharon DeSailly at SAI Global on +61 3 9693 3563